
Agenda: Keeps track of your events and tasks, 
lets you enter your thoughts, and easily create 
calendar or journal websites.

Caboodle: A tool to help store and organize 
varied bits of information such as gifts you've 
received or sent, product serial numbers, recipes, 
directions to someone's house, a photo of your 
pet, or anything else.

CheckOff: A to-do list that sits in your Mac's 
menu bar. Simply click the check mark and your 
personal to-do list will drop down. 

Circus Ponies NoteBook: Organize your 
information naturally, using a familiar notebook 
interface, complete with pages and tabs, sections 
and subsections. Add notes and other text. Drag in 
files and folders. Even "clip" web research, mail 
messages and other content into your Notebooks 
without leaving the application you're working in. 

ConceptDraw Office: Comprehensive toolset 
aimed at helping knowledge workers in businesses 
of any size to streamline daily work and to increase 
competitive edge with intelligent approach to 
organization of information flow in business 
processes.

C u r i o : N o t e t a k i n g , m i n d m a p p i n g , 
b ra ins to r ming, and p ro jec t management 
application designed to promote visual thinking.

Daylite Suite: Organize your business with tools 
such as shared calendars, contacts, tasks, projects 
and notes.

FlexTeam: Powerful schedule management tool 
that is visually appealing that helps you share 
information, work jointly on schedules, and use all 
of your available human resources as efficiently as 
possible. 

iClip: A supercharged clipboard that enables you 
to automatically store a history of up to 99 things 
you’ve copied and easy pasting. 

iSticky: Full-featured memo assistant that let's 
you stick little notes on your own desktop, and on 
other desktops too.

LifeShaker: Revolutionary To-Do Lists with its 
unique interface and novel approach to getting 
stuff done.

MacBreakZ: Sophisticated Personal Ergonomic 
Assistant designed to promote healthy and 
productive computer use.

Scheduler for Macintosh: Al l -around 
scheduling application, that lets you schedule 
alerts to remind you of tasks you should not forget 
and automate the launching of applications and 
the opening of documents in the application you 
want on a specific date and time, or after a period 
of inactivity, or at computer startup.

MindNode Pro: Elegant and simple-to-use 
mindmapping application that was created with 
the user in mind and features a very simple and 
intuitive user interface that lets you focus on 
expressing and developing ideas.

OmniFocus: Professional-grade personal task 
management that frees you to focus your attention 
on the things that matter to you most. 

OmniOutliner: Draft to-do lists, create agendas, 
manage tasks, track expenses, take notes, plan 
events, wr ite screenplays… and just about 
anything else you can think of.

Pastor: A tool to store all your passwords, website 
logins, serial numbers, in an encrypted and 
password-protected format - includes a built-in 
password generator.

PersonalBrain: Mind-mapping application that 
enables you to l ink items associatively and 
provides information context and meaning using 
an intuitive visual interface.

A collection of applications to get your information in order…
and perhaps even the rest of your life!

Just $10
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Listing Continued…
Process: Brainstorm. Organize. Schedule. Plan. 
Coordinate. Collaborate. The freedom you need to 
be creative and the flexible framework you need to 
get things done—all from one versatile window. 

Prospects: Personal finance application that 
allows users to manage their finances via extensive 
account monitoring capabilities and budgeting. 

Savvy Clipboard: Holds a list of items that you 
copied — tex t f ragments , graphics , URLs, 
multimedia data, or links to files — and lets you 
access them using this list.

SharedPlan Pro: Robust project planning and 
management application that may be combined 
with a private online project server with project 
editing, reporting, and issue tracking.

ShoveBox: Catches all those little scraps of 
information that you can't act on now but would 
rather not forget, sitting up in your menubar, 
waiting for you to drag in text, images, URLs, and 
more.

Tags: Tag files and folders; emails in Mail; photos 
in iPhoto and bookmarks in Safari. Then search 
based on what you tagged them with. No need to 
remember where your files are stored.

Things: Task management has never been this 
easy. Simplicity, however, is not achieved at the 
expense of powerful features.

Today: Keep track of what's on your plate for any 
given day without keeping iCal open all the time. 
Today syncs with iCal and your life's agenda so 
daily events & tasks are always available via one, 
convenient little interface. 

Together: Keep everything in one place - Text, 
documents, images, movies, sounds, web pages 
and bookmarks can all be dragged to Together for 
safe keeping, tagged, previewed, col lected 
together in different ways and found again 
instantly.

Voila: A first-of-its kind Image Capturing and 
Annotating tool on the Mac platform. It allows you 
to capture anything or everything on your 
desktop, and in the way you decide ! Shape your 
imagination by annotating and adding effects to 
the image. Share your c reat ive output for 
productivity or for fun.

Yep: Like iPhoto for your PDFs. It makes it so easy 
to keep all your PDF documents in one place, 
instantly retrievable and searchable.

The applications supplied on this CD are supplied as 
is and we make no representations regarding the 
applications nor any information related thereto. 
Any questions, complaints or claims regarding the 
applications must be directed to the appropriate 
software vendor.

Various different license types apply. Some titles 
require further payment direct to the application 
publ isher to enable the ful l feature sets and 
functions.
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